
TURN A SQUARE by JARED FLOOD
A striped handknit hat, perfect for gift-knitting or using up leftover yarn scraps.
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BLUEPRINT
SIZE
Average Adult

MATERIALS
40g of worsted weight wool in a Solid Color (MC)
25g of worsted weight wool in a Self-Striping Color (CC)

NEEDLES
Two 16” circular needles: One in size needed to get gauge, the other
two sizes smaller.  One set of DPNs in larger size.
Suggested needle sizes: US5 (3.75mm) & US7 (4.5mm)

GAUGE
5 stitches to 1 inch in Stockinette Stitch with larger needle

TOOLS
4 stitch markers & a blunt tapestry needle

SPECIAL NOTES
I recommend working jogless stripes on this project so that the “seam” line at the beginning of each round remains virtually invisible.  

Here’s how:  When changing to a new color, knit one full round of the new color.  When you reach the first stitch of your second round, pick up a loop 
of the previous color from the preceding row (the 1st stitch of the last round worked in the old color) and place it on the tip of your L needle.  Now, knit 
both the 1st stitch of the new color and the picked up stitch of the old color together (as for a standard k2tog).  Continue the rest of your round as normal.  
Repeat these instructions at every color change. 

An online tutorial of this technique (with photos) can be found here:  http://www.socknitters.com/kickback/joglessjog.htm

SCHEMATIC
Note: Hat is knit in-the-round. Schematic is illustrated ‘flat’ to show overall shaping of piece

TOTAL CIRCUMFERENCE
20½ inches unstretched

HEIGHT (Before Crown)
5 inches 



PATTERN
With Solid Color (MC) and smaller circular needle, cast on 96 stitches.  
Place a marker and join your work into the round, being careful not to 
twist your ring of stitches.
 
Round 1    *Knit 2, purl 2;  Repeat from * around.

Repeat the last round, establishing 2 x 2 ribbing, until piece measures 
1” from cast on edge.

Increase Round   *Knit 12 stitches, make 1 (increase);  Repeat from * until 
you reach the end of your round.  

You will have increased 8 additional stitches over the last round & now 
have a total of 104 stitches on your needle.

Change to your larger circular  needle and knit 2 rounds with Self-
Striping Yarn (CC).

Change back to MC and knit 3 rounds.

The remainder of the hat will be worked in Stockinette Stitch (knitting 
all stitches on all rounds) maintaining the striping pattern you have just 
established.  Continue in this manner, working alternating stripes of CC 
(2 rounds) and MC (3 rounds), carrying the unworked yarn along the 
inside of the fabric and catching it with the working yarn at every color-
change (see photo below).  Trapping the carried yarns in this way will 
create a secure and clean finish on the inside of your fabric.

Work in Stripe Pattern until your work measures 5” from the cast-on 
edge.  You will now begin shaping the crown.

SHAPE SQUARE-CROWN
If you have been working the jogless stripes technique, it will no longer 
be necessary for the remainder of the project.

Setup Round   Maintaining stripe pattern throughout crown, *knit 26, 
place marker;  Repeat from * twice more, knit 26. 

You now have 4 markers placed in your round, each with 26 stitches in 
between -- one of which indicates the beginning of your round. (I like 
to use a marker of an alternate color for this)

Round 1    K2tog, *knit until 2 stitches remain before next marker, ssk, 
slip marker, k2tog;  Repeat from * twice more, knit until 2 stitches 
remain in round, ssk.  [8 stitches decreased]
Round 2    Knit all stitches

Switching to DPNs when necessary, repeat the last 2 rounds, decreasing 
8 stitches every other round, until 8 stitches remain between each 
marker.  [32 stitches total in round]  

Now, work Round 1 (Decrease Round) on every round (omitting any 
plain knitting rounds) until 8 stitches remain on your needle.

Break your yarn, leaving a 6” tail.  With your tapestry needle, thread yarn 
tail through the remaining live stitches and pull tightly to close the top 
of your hat.  

Weave in all ends invisibly on the WS of fabric.

BLOCKING
I recommend steam-blocking your hat, paying special attention to the 
base of the “square” crown shaping.  If lightly steamed, the fabric will lay 
wonderfully flat and produce a well-rounded crown shape.  

all text, photos, and illustrations copyright brooklyn tweed 2010
www.brooklyntweed.net

TURN A SQUARE
This striped beanie is a great way of using up leftover scraps of yarns from larger projects.  Experiment with different colors of both solids and self-striping yarns to get unique, 
one-of-a-kind hats for your friends and loved ones.  The crown is shaped by placing double-decreases at 4 separate “compass” points.  This decrease scheme causes the top of 
the hat to take on a square shape, which is highlighted by the continuous striping pattern.  A quick and simple knit, great for last minute gifts. I hope you enjoy!    
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